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Classified Advertising is
located In Marron Hall, Rm~ 105,
Open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
.Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or
less costs 15 cents a word per
day; an ad placed 5 days or
more consecutively costs 9
cents a word per day.
NOON Is the deadline to place
an ad In next day. ·
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TUTORING--GENERAL AND Organic Chemistry,
Math, Calculus. Steve, 266-4856.
03/31

PERSONALS

CONTACfS7?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
tfn
DIVERS DO IT DEEPER! Marine Biology tonight.
Johnson Gym, Room 180, 7;30 pm, UNM Scuba
Club.
03/29
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, steriltzation, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
SAVE THE SEALS~·Let's stop the brutal slaughter
of helpless babies. 883·3789.
03/29
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON?H? Natural Sound
Records and Tapes storewide Sale is now in its third
month··the longes1 sale In !he history of New Mexico.
All6.98 list LP's are 3,99, al17.98lisl LP's f.lre 4.89,
Higher list LP's and all tapes, 1,00 off regular price.
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1.99 up. Bring down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for c<t~h or new music, Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, l 19 Harvard SE, (across from
Hippo Ice Cream), and 8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP, discount movie tickets
now available; SUD Box Office. $2,50.
03/31
ANNUAL PHI ALPHA THETA book sale. Prices
1from .Sc. Hundreds of titles. AI SUB from 9-S
'Tuesday, April4, 1978.
04/04
CREATIVE SEWING··SEW without patterns. Class
~tam April 6th, The Weavcn' Studio, 205 Stanford
SE. 265-9100.
03/31
PI-II ALPHA THETA (History Honorary Society)
will tnecl on Friday, March 31, 1978, at 3;30 pm in
the History Department Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall
03131
1104.
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must go spring sale-~
all pipe'), tobacco'1, paraphernalia, lmporled
dgarci!C'i, r.:clcstiill teas, rasnbows, incense,
C\·crything llp to 4(} per CCIII off at Pipe & TObDCCO
Road, 1018 Cornell SE, across from t:NM. M·F
8:30·6:0(). Sm. 10·5. (Expecting n tax refund? One
04/10
dollar puis omy pipe on layaway!)
PEKRY'S PIZZA. We Deliver. Call 843·9750. Try
our fre~h salad and slice specials for lunch.
04/03
SOAK UP SUDS at Ned's tonue. Ever>' Wednesday is
spccml drink nile.
03J28

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
ss
LOST: NEAR PHYSICA~ Planl, blue bounded lab
notebook. Please call Rick, 277~4681.
03/29
FOUND: NOTEBOOK W!NAME Henry Sala1.ar.
Identify and claim. See Terry Halpin, Rm. 216
03/29
Journalism Did g.
FOUND: PAPERBACK FRENCH Dictionary. Call
873·1305.
03/29
FOUND: SMALL MIXED puppy, Terrier? Cenual
and Terrace. Call873·1305,
03/29
FOUND~ LADIES WRIST watch, near College Inn.
Call Roger277-3106 day, 242-8356 evenings. 04103
FOUND: GOLD WIRE-FRAME prescription glasses
in black c:a~c--labellcd Ben•mn. Found near Civil
04/04
Engineering patio, Call217-2722.
LOST: ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY. March 27. Green
bookbag. Would like to recover contcnu. Please
leave at library octicc or de.sk, No qucsuon.s asked.

04104
LOST: BROWN PURSE in front or Mitchell Hall.
Keep money. Please just return contents. Call Leslie,
296·7357.
04/04
LOST: NEAR SUB Monday, key nng containing two
rings on a leather strap. Important!! Call842-5325.
03/30

3.

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND wriling assistance.
265·1164.
04/10
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guarantee.
04/04
Mike, 247·9083 evenings.
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IDM selectriC) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment,
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883·7787,
tfn
GREATTYPINGil66·3953.
03/31
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT, Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-~510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
2266.
04/07
WEAVING, SPINNING CLASSES .. inkle and
cardwcaving workshops--all starling soon. The
Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265·9100. 03/31
TUTORING IN SPANISH, conversation or reading.
Call Miguel, 262-0449.
03/31

4.

HOUSING

ROOMY I·BDRM FURNISHED ap!., utililics paid,
$185.00 m()., 116 Harvard SE, Call 898·1254. 03/31
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTiliTIES paid,
! 143,00 mo., 1710 Coal PI.SE. Call R98-1254. 03131
3 DEDROOM HOUSE, wall-to-wall carpet, close to
UNM, nice neighborhood, $305. 268~1637.
03/30
APT. FOR RENT. Great 3-bdrm, 2 bath, all !he
e:(tra..,! $395tmo. 293-4783.
03/JI
ALL UTILITIES PAID, clctln. 'iOlid l·bdrm, J-blks
to UNM.$65. Call 262·17$1, Valley Rcmal~. $30 fcc.
03t31
BIKE TO CLASS, finall)' furni~hcd 2·bdrm; ~ecurcly
fenced ynrd, $150. Call 262·1751, Valley Ren!als, $30
fee,
0Jl31
\VHAT IS A COI.I HiP INN? Ciood food. Car·
pcled, a1r conditioning. /\panmcnt style li\"ing. 303
03128
t\'ih NE, Z43·2881.
STUDIO APT. 3 BU..:S to UNM, SilO plus u1ilitics.
843-9712.
03130
ROOM & BOARD. RESPONSIBLE female to livc·in
fprivatc bedroom/bath), and care for 2 children ages
8 & 10. 2:30 prn-9:00 pm, Mom.lny·Friday, end of
March through May, Home 3 blocks from UNM.
265·5318,
04/04
NEAR UNM, LARGE 2 Bedroom basement apar·
tmcnt. Furni.shed, fireplace, S22S/mo. including all
utilities. Call after 4:30, 266·2375.
04/04

5.

FOR SALE

PEUGOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
JJ Moped, 322Z Central SE, 268-3949.
03/J 1
1975 HARLEY·DAVIDSON 250 SPRINT, one
owner. S400/be~t offer. Calf 294-7671, Ernie, 03/30
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassenesl UO; .$3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Fire0y,256-l495.
04/17
HANG GLIDER, ELECTRA Flyer, Path Finder.
E'<cellent Condition, $250.00. 2.56·1022.
03/J I
1971 VW. GREAT condition, interior like new. Call
for details. :O.Iary. 277-2161.
04103
1976 GREEN DATSUN SEDAN. Low mileage. only
$2900. Fxccllcnt <:ondition. Sec Ken, 1908 Silver SE.
Apt.~. at .1~00 nm, M-S.
03/29

SERVICES

LSAl~MCAI REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-~200.
tfn
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4~67.
03/31

••.o.t,)qhe
w 1lderness
Centre

New Mexico's most
complete supply
of backpacking
equipment
2421 SAN PEDRO NE

(505) 266-8113

1976KAWASAKIKE 125 Enduro, 400 miles. $600
best offer, 296-9487.
04/Q-~
1972 cOR VETT~, BOTH ~oPs, Ps,· PB; AC, needs
paint, $5500 best offer ~296~9487.
04/04
MOVING SALE: 72 PLYMOUTH, f~rniturc, lndic~
bicycle, 261j-9882.
'
04/04
DOBERMAN PUPPIES$50.00, Call344·9772.04/04
YAMAHA CR-'1000, Bo.Se.901 series III speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAI 6300 10 inch reel to reel tape
deck for just $1000, Contact Brian_ at ~65-8478 and
leave message.
tfn
1972 PONTIAC FIREBJR,D, radio, S-track. One
owner, excellent condition. Best offer, Afler S call
03/30
24J.6571j,
CENTURION 10 SPEED BIKE, 19" frame. Brand
ncw,$110,247·9193.
03/30
TEAC TAPE DECK, Dual turntable, two -Dynaco
speakers, Pioneer receiver. Call Robert after 6:00,
292-3225.
03/31
1972 VEGA SEDAN, economical 4-speed, top
condition. $900 or best offer. Mus! sell, 881-2670.
04/04

6.

EMPLOYMENT

.PE.UGEOT

· ·:-- .;:·;

.---. • • • • • ;.JJ#\ope~@\. \ :'\. .
3222 Central SE 268-3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
Bicycles-Mopeds-Vespa Scooters

FRYE

. SOOTMAKERS SiNCE 1863,

JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights.. Mus! be- 2lyrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquqr Stort,~ at !i704 Lomas NE, $S Hi Menaul NE,
03/31
EXCITED! TURNED' ON BY LIFE! Turn your
energy into money, Part-time work, guaranteed 575 a
week. Car required. For interview call: 8774748.
Time: 1-4 pm.
03/29

I

BOOTS
Ladies' & Men's

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR RENT, Walk-up
studios and offices: inexpensive, interesting, safe,
unique. Rosenwald Building. Fourlh and Central.
242-6166, 298·6046.
03/30
CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER trips S99.00 buys
yuu I) dark walnut St.ained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort Pad, 4} any size mallress with S-ycar
t~uarantec; $99.00, 3407 Central NE, 255·2289. 04/04
SOLAR POWER, O.E.D. products for home or
business. Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255-3367
TODAY.
04/04
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR; RETAILER'S stalls for.
rem: $100.00 month, $1.00 day, Open Monday·
Saturday, Rosenwald Building. Fourth and Central.
03/30
242·6166, 298-6046.
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP April I & 2,
Saturday 10·4 pm, Sunday 1-4 pm. Cost $30.00,
students $20.00. Limited enrollment. Phone 262-0066
Ol/31
or266-1789.
NATURAL DYE WORKSHOP. !.earn to usc native
plants as dyes. The Weavers' Studio, 205 S1anford
SE, 265·9100.
03131

~
~ Want Ads say it
~ in a Big Way!!

20°/o
Off
men's

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954

shop~~~~~~~

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS 44 No. Amer.
plant
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Callous
45 Stroke ~
5 Poems
affecIP
IP IAIT IH IE
IS
IB
!R [A
9 Flightless
tlonately
lA
IO lc
46 Domestic
birds
IN
IR
lA
14 Carry out a
slave of old ICIH
lA
tSIE
IEIT
f"l.E.
-request
48 Gorgon
lc
1 5 Foundry
52 Kwangchow:
,HI alP IE
1.Q
IH
2 words
device
ls
lA
16 Montreal's 56 Shoshonean OIR
Forum
lndaln
1 7 Flower
57 Fervency ·
IE
holder
58 Disembark
1 8 Mislay
59 Check
ISIT
IR
19 Backs. of
counterfoll
v IEIWIA IEIR
necks
60 Ms. Castle
ID
IR
IT IU
20 French
61 As soon as
IE
IL
15 It
summer · 62 Teased: ln21 House
formal
63 Nostrils
builders
23 Go back
64 Active one
over
65 City on the 13 Fresh talk 36 Unschooled
25 Gaze
Oka
21 Anxiety
42 Yemen
26 Neighbor of
22 Nautical
capital
Mo.
direction
44 Saws logs In
27 Toll
24 Surprise atthe night
1 VDO.'((~
29 Over the--- 2 Lact a e
tacks
45 Mull
32 Well-known
essen
27 Chemical 47 Gem
prefix
orphan
3 Adjust anew
35 ----Heyer4 Change the 28 Supported 48 Cut into
dahl: Rafter
color
weight
small pieces
36 "The
5 By a
30 Drying ap- 49 Private
timepiece
paratus
teacher
Destroyer":
6 "Lorna
31 Human
50 Composition
Hindu var.
37 Sorority
-----"·
hands: In- 51 Oppose
member
Blackmore
formal
authority
36 First-rate
Iitle
32 Dentist's
52 Biblical son
39 Was hep
7 Formerly
concern
53 Irish ex40 Shacks
6 Palm
33 Word denotclamatlon
41 Tough outer
reader, e.g.
lng a place 54 Kind of
9 Waltzed
34 Hockey
dance
covering
10 Speak
42 Traces
player: 2
55 Indian of
43 Adjective
publicly
words
Arizona
11 Banishing
35 Tidy
59 Sign of a hit:
suffix
12 Unusual guy 36 TV routines
Abbr.
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Phone 296-8568
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BY D.M. FLYNN
LOBO NEWS EDITOR
Another move to rescind
legislation that established the
financial structure of New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group, hit
the ASUNM Senate budget
hearings Wednesday like a bomb.
After the parliamentary smoke
cleared and the senate approved the
allotment of more than $57,000 to
13 groups, the senate passed the
amount of $45,000 for PlRG to be
placed on the spring ballot.
Tne senate approved the action
...
to rescind an internal business;
which . finances PIRG via a $2
~~<~, ~:1
refundable fee, by a narrow margin
,~
1
of 10 in favor and eight opposed.
The amount of $45,000 for PIRG
was approved by a voice vote.
~.,
~-~
With more than a dozen groups
left to hear, including General
--~...,.~....,.~..
....__._ /
Governmental with a request of
LOBO photo by Wendell T.
$37,749, the senate is down to
Susan Larsen, NMPIRG.board of directors member, John Liebendorfer, a former
approximately $27,000.
After the . vote was taken on ASUNM senator and one of the founders of NMPIRG.and ASUNM Attorney General Wade
whether the matter of rescinding Moody discuss the legal aspects of the NMPIRG.contractual agreement with ASUNM at
the internal business was taken, the senate budget hearings WEdnesday.
..,
Senator Eric Lucero said, "I hope
that this doesn't imply that certain ASUNM senator and founder of Liebendorfer told the senate
ASUNM President and finance
senators will walk out of the NMPIRG said, "ASUNM is- in a "That's a bullshit argument."
committee
hand down their
meeting."
financial bind and I suggest you
The senate later reverted to recommendations.
Roibal immediately replied, raise your activity fee three doliars.
finance committee as a whole to
ASUNM
President
Tom
"That's why I want this tabled."
"Also, if you want to fund make a recommendation as to how Williams,.after meeting with several
No one walked out, however, when PIRG, change your laws,".
much money to allot PIRG.
members of PIRG, recommended
the original motion (to rescind the Referring tq the question of
According to ASUNM law, an the figure of $33,912 for PIRG.
internal business) was dealt with.
constitutionality raised by ASUNM organization's budget may only be
That amount took into conJohn Liebendorfer, a former Attorney General Wade Moody, approved by the senate after the
sideration salarY and paid working
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time cuts, he said.
"It seems very off the wall to me.
Don't you think a cut of that nature
would seriously cripple the
organization•" Senator R.J. Laino
asked of Williams. Williams said,
"I think it is a good recommendation."
In other action, the senate approved 13 groups be placed on the
spring ballot: National Chicano
Health
Organization
($3,993),
Crafts Area ($3,898), Students
Veterans Association ($4,437 .30),
ATM Business Club ($3,001), Kiva
Club ($6,500), Agora ($6,000),
Residence
Halls
Student
Association ($2,500), International
Center ($14,705), Student Daytime
Activities ($4,000), Fiesta Committee (4,500), Intramural and
Recreation Board (4,000), and the
Duplicating Center ($737 .64).
Groups still to heard from include: Black Student Union,
Homecoming Committee, Interfraternity Council, Lobby Committee, Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs, Poetry Series,
Disabled on Campus, Clinical Law,
Returnin Students Association,
Student Nurses Association and the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee.
Budget hearings will continue
Friday at 10 a.m. in the SUB. A
meeting room has not yet been
announced.
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April 14 is the final day
students may drop a class.
Period. There is a $5 fee.

Thursday, March 30, 1978

Forl\71'ain Campus Students, Faculty

Med Library Doesn't Have to Lend
the library.
Erika Love said, "We're trying
to make the few books we have on
the
premises
available
to
everyone."
The medical library has ap,-

proximately 20,000 books, on
specialized topics with few multiple
copies, compared with Zimmerman
Library's 550,000 books which are
geared towards the general
university public, she said.
Love said, "Anyone who has a
library card can check out a book."
The catch is getting a library
card.
Only students enrolled on the
north campus in the Colleges of
Nursing, Pharmacy and Medicine
and faculty members and graduate
students who have a written
re.:ommendation from their chief
faculty advisor can get a library
card.
Even then, misunderstandings
occur within the number of people
the policy applies to.
This semester's first misunderstanding happened when
students who were enrolled in
nursing classes but not in the
College of Nursing tried to check
out books. Dianna McDonald,
assistant professor of nursing and
instructor for the courses, said the
problem was cleared up by sending
the class list to the library. Now the
students are allowed to check out
books.
The latest misunderstanding
involved a political science
professor who said he tried to take
out a book on federal and state
Indian reservations and was told
that only medically-involved
students can take books from the
.. ,.'l.rV
l ;t
d,IH.41 ,.:r •
Dr. Peter Lupsha said in a letter
to Leonard Napolitano, dean of the
medical school, "I could only hope
LOBO pholo by Wendoll T. Hunl
that because of specialization and a
Janice Moore, a graduate student in biology, nails up one of 10 narrowing of medical interest, you
birdhouses on campus. Moore said the birdhouses, which will at- had not lost sight of the role of the
tmct sparrows, finches and starlings, ate part of her dissertation University to extend, !lOt limit,
on the feeding patterns of these birds.
access to knowledge.''

The purpose of the Medical
Center Library's restrictive policy is
to discourage the checking out of
books and to encourage their use on
the premises, said the director of

I'

The response letter, written by
Love, included a borrower's application card and stated that the
library is not supposed to provide
unlimited services to the entire
university community.
In a telephone interview, Love
said, "The library's mission is to
serve the students on the north
campus. Technically, we don't have
to allow faculty members and
graduate students to check out
books, but we try to be cooperative.
"We're funded for an open door
policy but not for direct services
like lending. The legislature supports us by personnel services to the
number of students on the north
campus. But the library is open to
all," she said.

LOBO phofo by Ray Denonvllle

Erika Love, director Medical
Center Library

Zit-Zappers
Need Volunteers
By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
"Do you have zits?" the ad
reads, The Steifel Research Institute
Inc. is willing to pay you $50 to try
and get rid of them.
Through the UNM Division of
Dermatology and the Student
Health Center, Steifel Research is
conducting an experiment which
might enable them to sell a stronger
version of an old acne medicine in
the United State~.
The miracle cure is benzoyl
peroxide which is available in
heavily diluted form in the United
States. Dr. jack McCabe, associate
director of the health center, said
benzoyl peroxide is available in a 5
percent solution over the counter

and 10 percent solution through
prescriptions.
The experiment involves using a
20 percent solution of the medicine
for a period of about three months.
Volunteers will be paid $50 al the
end of the experiment pc1, ·d.
What's involved in becommg a
volunteer is setting up an appoimment by calling 277-4757 or
277·3136, being inlerviewed for Ihe
experiment, returning to the centPr
for check-ups every two week,,
using the medicine, and concluding
the experiment on July 8.
During the check-ups, doctors
will determ inc how the medication
is affecting the acne growth on the
volunteer.
Steifel Research is paying UNM
(cont. on ?itge 31
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Train Derails,

N

Four diesel engines and 35 cars Qf
..
the train derailed and 15. o f t hetn
loaded with highly flammable gases
ruptured and fill~d the air with
.
pmsonous fumes.
Two cars contraining vinyl
chloride
and butadiene were
leaking and burning. The car with
tetrahdrofuran was. leaking but n?t
burning The chemtcals are used m
. .
making · plastics and synthetic

·

h 1 t
k d the town
tank at t e Pan
roc e ·
and rattled · windows more than
.
.
etght mtless awhay.
k · an for
Doug zen er, a spa esm
the state pollution control and
d
t
'd th fire at
ecology epartmen ' sat
e ·
the bulk plant was brought under
control shortly before noon but
"we haven't been able to get close
ytl ·
bout t. he
·d
enoug. 11 to o, an 1mg a
1
chem1ca s yet.
The derailment and fire were
near the downtown area but
. d s were f mr
· ly caltn
Szen h er sat'd wm
most pf the fumes were not

rubber.
Shortly after the drailment at
12 ·I
· 0 A · M · Behind the J&P
Petroleum Co. plant a tr~mendous

gmng trect Yover e town.
"We're keeping everybody out
. h ·
, S · h
·d "0
ng t now,
zen er sat . . ur
people, the health d~partment and
others are conferrmg on when
.
.
rest dents mtght be allowed to return
h
Th
is a possiblitiy they
~~feb
~re d
b k th'
wt . e a o~~ to go . ac
ts
evemng but tt s al~ contmg~nt ~.n
how well they'contam everythmg.
u •s • 82 an d A &k ansas 29 were
baracaded by police sealing off the
.
b H: h
entire town, \'t 1g w~y 29 was
opened to· traff1c about e1ght hours
1ater.

IS
John Craig, a photographer formerly with Franconia College, will give
an illustrated talk tonisht at 8:15 on the history of photogravure and his
imagery ideas in Fine Arts Center, Ro,om 2018.
NORML. will demonstrate to stop paraquat spraying in front of the
Federal Building today from lla.m.-4p.m. The building is on 500 Gold

sw.

World News

Campus Crusade for Christ will hold leadership training classes tonight
at 7 at I 02 Mechanical Engineering Building.
The UNM Urantia Study Group will meet tonight at 7:30 in SUB Room
231-A to discuss the God fragment inside people.

California Sues Texas

. ,. ' '
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Meet the

rocking

boot

(Paraquat1 Justice Dept. Turns
Pot Test Indecent Word Ban
Available

- ..:-

WAsH 1N G T 0 N
(UP I)-California Wednesday
vi orousl denied Texas's charge
hg t 't · Yf t'
for the Howard
~~g~es'sest~~~ :~ga Supreme Court
suit over the millionaire's rightful
'd
d a huge chunk of
res!
an
· h ence
·t
t
m en ance ax.
"The charge that we appear
carrying the bag for the estate is
I · ly false " said attorney Jerome
~~~~ of Sa~ Francisco, a special
representative of the state, in
ar uments before the justices.
~oth Texas and California want
to collect taxes from the estate,
which has been estimated in the

billions of dollars-but in the end

there may not b~ enou.gh money for
each state to get 1ts clatmed share.
Sif!ce only .states may sue each
other directly m the Supreme Court
without first going to a lower state
or federal co~rt, an ag~eement to
act as a stand-m for a pnvate party
would be .unproper an d wou ld
. .
.
prevent an ongma 1sm~.
.
The arguments w11l ~etermme
only whether the court w1ll accept
the suit. I~ it doe.s, more
proce.edings wtll be reqmred for a
final JUdgment.
.
The court will dectde the matter
some time this s~ring..
Falk said Cahforma came to the

The UNM chapter of Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship will meet
·tonight at 7:30 at 7412 Brazos Ct. NE. The topic is a continuation of "The
God Who is There." Bible study is at 3:30-5 p.m. in the SUB.

hi~h cou;,t out of "~ur own sense of
f~Jrne.ss, ~ot to create a three-

The UNM Pr~-health Club has limited space available in the non-profit
18 hour MCAT review course. Cost is minimal. Leave message for John
before noon on Friday, March 31 at 299-2634.

nng c1rcus.
.
But Texas Attorney General
J oh.n H.ill wondered aloud ';,hY
Cahforma took 19 months
to
suddenly emerge mto the atmosRhere o f sweetness an d I'.'g ht . "
"tk
'd h f'l d
t t
ent
. Fa sat . ~ 1 e a. s a em
w1th the JUst.tces stahnl,\ under
penalty of perjury that the papers
to be fil.ed i~ the high court ':"ere ~t
the pnnter s before Cahforma
m~de a tax settle~ent agreement
w1th the estat: wh1ch ~rought the
supreme court mto the_ p1cture.

La nd m i ne B Ia8 t
Kills U.N. Soldier

New Mexico

NORML, pro-marijuana group,
with the cooperation of a
laboratory, has established a
program to test marijuana for
paraquat.
Paraquat, a herbicide used to
spray the marijuana fields in
Mexico, has come under fire
recently for its side-effects.
For ~ $7.50
Schoenfild
Laboratories will test one gram of
manjuana. Each gram to be tested
should be accompanied by a sevencharacter code. The hi bora tory will
have the pot tested and a report
ready within three to four days,
stated a release from the NORML
office.
After the testing period, the
release said, one should call either
PIRG or NORML and read the
seven-character code. The office
will then release the test results.
.

WASHINGTON (UP!)- The Justice Department reversed itself early
this week and told the Supreme Court it felt the Federal Communications
Commission ban on seven "indecent" words in radio broadcasts is un,
constitutional.
Although the use of indecent words on radio is outlawed by federal
statute, the department argued an FCC ban naming seven speci fie words
violates the Constitution's First Amendment guarantee of free speech.
In a brief opposing the FCC - the agency that regulates the broadcast
industry- the department said it supported the ban, "mistakenly, we now
believe," when it was challenged before the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington.
The Appeals Court, which hears all suits over federal regulations, held 31 that the FCC rule was "overbroad" and violat-::d a statute prohibiting
braodcast censorship.
The FCC issued the ban in 1975 after a man complained a program in
which a commedian George Carlin repeatedly used the seven words in a 12minute monologue, "filthy words," broadcast by WBAI-FM in New York
city.
The man said he heard the program, broadcast at about 2 p.m. on Oct.
30, 1973, while riding in his car wth his son.
The statute banning radio broadcasts of indecent or obscene words
carries a maximum penalty of two years in prison and a $10,000 fine. The
FCC decided to issue a rule banning the words instead of prosecuting the
station.

~

.....

GSA election absentee voting may be done today, Monday, April 3 and
Tuesday, April4 in the GSA office from 9-2 p.m.
The Student Organization for Latin American Studies will sponsor a
fiesta with Latin American music Friday, March 31 at 8:30p.m. in the
International Center.

Zits

II

"•

Information about classes in ballroom dance is available at regular •
"
•
Ballroom Dance cluQ. gatherings on Friday night from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in lcont.trom pago 11
the SUB Ballroom.
·
about $10,000 for conducting the
experiment, said Dr. Ben Smith,
professor
of medicine and coorUNM's Sigma chapter of Phi Alpha Theta (history honorary society)
dinator
for
the division of derwill hold its monthly meeting Friday, March 31 at 3:30p.m. in the History
matology.
Department Lounge in Mesa Vista Hall1104.
"This is not a great risk by anyThe Albuquerque Crafts Guild and the Society for Creative means," said Smith. "rt's used in a
Anachronism will hold the second annual Medieval Faire from April28-30 20 percent solution in Canada."
The
Food
and
Drug
at the First Plaza Galeria. For further information, contact the Guild .
Administration is monitoring· the
Three $100 scholarships will be awarded by Phi Eta Sigma Freshman study, as it does on all studies,
Honorary to members who have earned 70 or more credits. Applications Smith said, and will decide if the 20
which are due ApriliO, may be picked up in the Dean of Students office, in percent solution can be used safely
in the United States.
1129 Mesa Vista Hall.
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In Person

Stan Brakhage

TE

master of the American avant-garde film

BRAKHAGE
FILMS

TIOVIVO
Treat yourself to a new hiking experience in
this Vasque rocking hiking boot. It's made on
a "rocker last" which duplicates the natural
walking action of the foot. Result? Faster
break-in ... easier walking. lt3SS foot strain.
Test walk this new hiker-start rocki

Vft4fpe~

Today's Coupon Special
Cheeseburget•
Fries, Large Coli.e
$1, .. 30

'!& MowdaiM 6oo14

Good through Friday, March 31,1978
New Mexteo 1Jnion Food Set"viee

MOUXTAIXS
Ull

-·

RIVERS
2320 Central S.E. • 2113-4878
HOI.Irs Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 9-5

at

The Union (sub) Theatre
Thursday (3-30)
8:00pm: Trageodla and Sincerity Reel 3
(a work in progress)
Friday (3-31)
3:00 pm: Shott Films 76 and Short Films 75
8:00 pm: Shott Films 75 and The Governor
In addition to the screening of his films, at each show the incredibly lucid and witty Stan Brakhage will speak and addrE:"ss
himself to questions.
Students $1.50
Genero.l Public $2.00
The Union Theo.tre is loco.ted in the south lower
level of the UNm Student Building.

at the

General Stor
111 Harvard S.E. 266-7709
8117 Menaul N.E. 296-5039
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A Long Wa.y
The ASUNM Senate can go a long way toward strengthening its
credibility with the student body if it completes budget hearings by
this weekend.
·
·
The Senate, which has been working hard to complete the
hearings, will enable the elections commission to have this year's
election conducted by voting machines instead of the old paper
ballots if they complete the budget by Saturday. The. student
government plans to rent voting mac!lines, which are quicker and
less prone to error than paper ballots, for the Spring General Election
on April 12. They can only rent these machines if they have the
budget ready to go on the ballot by Saturday.
WE ENCOURAGE THE SENATE TO REALLY get on the stick
and complete the hearings.
The use of quicker, more reliable voting machines might encourage more students to come out and vote in this semester's
election. Voter turnout has been horrible in the past, partly due to
the slow voting process and the inevitable challenges that follow
over alleged ballot-counting improprieties.
You'll recall last spring the election dragged on for days over a
controversy about candiates carrying ballot boxes.
·
THESE SILLY AND POINTLESS :CONTROVERSIES
discourage students who want to take student government
seriously.
So we. would urge the senate to give each group a fighting chance
for its appropriation, but to work hard to get the hearings completed.

Bert's Lance

Bachelor Father

by Bert Almy

One of UNM's older undergraduate students this semester is 57year-old Edward L. Krapcha.
Edward, a third-year student who is the father of nine children, is
working toward a bachelor of university studies degree with a strong
interest in writing.
1 met Edward in my ·persuasive writing course this semester and
was amazed to find a student with such a wealth of experience as an
·undergraduate.
•
•
Edward graduated from high school In 1938 and t:>ecause of the
Depression was unable to attend college. Since that time he has
always wanted to obtain a college degree.
In 1961 Edward completed a 22-year career in the U.S. Air Force
and continued working and teaching in the private sector with
communication equipment.
I asked Edward how he was received in his classes. Edward said,
"At first I felt I was going to stick out like sore thumb, but after a
while I became one of the students.
"I enjoy being around the youngsters and get along well with
them."
Being a student," he said "has helped me to maintain an open
attitude. My children tell me I've changed. They say I'm not as
dogmatic as I used to be, although my wife tells me I'm the same."
Edward has two daughters who have already graduated from
UNM and has another daughter and son attending UNM concurrently.
1 couldn't resist asking Edward if he would make a comparison
between the present generation at UNM and his generation.
Edward said, "My generation, whether for good or bad, was more
restricted in the latitude of their action, that is, what they could do.
It was not a question of what my choice was but a question of what
my parent's choice was.
"I would never have thought of leaving home and getting an
apartment. I felt an obligation to my family and parents," Edward
said. "I'm not saying it is bad. It is just the way the society has
evolved."
Edward finds UNM needs smaller classrooms and good professors
who can lead discussions.
"This business of listening to someone for 50 minutes beating his
gums is not good. You learn more when people get to talk to one
another. This way you are not being spoon fed," Edward said. "I'm
in favor of circular classrooms so kids can get into a one-on-one
discussion. There is no opportunity to ask questions in the large
classes. Besides, how can you get the feeling you belong if you are
such a small part of a big mass?"
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Wasting N M Energy

HI, "0113<£:, fel.l.AH, I'M
YOUR. 58A7MAT!3, ROLAND
BURTON HF3DL&Y, JR., ABC
WI/JE WO!<LD OF NeWS!

by Kate Hollander
At a recent lecture at the School of Architecture, Harry Davidson
announced a major breakthrough for the solar industry. San Diego
Count{ has recently passed an ordinance which requires all new
residences built after January 1, 1979 in San Diego County to install
solar water heating. This is likely to bring down the price of solar
equipment in the relatively near future.
In light of this I talked to Mr. Davidson about Albuquerque's plans
for its solar future. Davidson works for the city in the planning
department as solar and alternate energy planner. According to him
Albuquerque has no plans to enact a mandatory solar ordinance in
the near future, despite the 'fact that three weeks ago Albuquerque
registered 1080 watts/meter of solar energy (except in Death
Valley).
What Albuquerque is doing is re-evaluating the city building code
to include solar rights. This is an important first step and will undoubtedly minimize certain legal problems which are bound to arise.
However, it is only a first step. Everybday Albuquerque pays for heat
and electricity being created elsewhere at the expense of both the
environment and the consumer, while it wastes free energy from the
sun.
California has recently, under the governorship of Jerry Brown,
taken great strides toward appropriate energy use. It is ironic and
sad that New Mexico has not followed behind more closely. New
Mexico has lost its chance to be the leader of solar energy in the
United States, but if it gets moving quickly it will still have a head
start. Most states do not have huge amounts of insulation which
New Mexico enjoys, and wastes, everyday. With some encouragement from the people of this state, New Mexico may get
moving yet.

Features of Islam
by Abdulla Basabrain
Islam: The Religion of Peace - The word "Islam" literally means:
(1) peace; (2) submission. The word signifies complete submission
to the Will of Allah, The One True God.
Object of the Religion - Islam provides its followers with a
perfect code, whereby they may work out what is noble and good in
man, and thus maintain peace between man and man.
The Prophet of Islam - Muhammad, popularly known as the
Prophet of Islam, was, however, the last of the Prophets. ML!slims,
i.e., the followers of Islam, accept all such prophets of the world,
including Abraham, Moses and Jesus, as revealed by the Will of
Allah for guidance of humanity.
The Qur'an - The Scripture of the Muslims is the Qur'an.
Muslims believe in~the Divine origin of every other sacred book.
Inasmuch as all such previous revelations have become corrupted
through human interpolation, the Qur'an, the last Book of Allah
came as a recaptitulation of the former scriptures.
Articles of Faith in Islam-- These are seven in number: Beliefin
(1) Allah; (2). Angels; (3) Books from Allah; (4) Messengers fro~
Allah; (50 the hearafter; (6) the Premeasurement of good and ev1l;
(7) Resurrection after death.
Pillars of Islam - These are five in number ( 1) Declaration of faith
in the Oneness of Allah, and in the Divine Messengership of
Muhammad; (2) Prayer; (3) Fasting; (4) Alms-giving; (5) Pilgrimage
to the Holy Ka'aba at Mecca.
'Attributes of Allah - The Muslims worship One God, Allah - the
Almighty, the All-Knowing, the All-Just, the Cherisher of All the
worlds, the Friend, the Helper. There is none like Him. He has no
partner. He is neither begotten nor has He begotten any son or
daughter. He is indivisible in Person. He is the Light of the Heavens
and the Earth, the Merciful, the Compassionate, the Glorious, the
Magnificent, the Beautiful, the Eternal, the Infinite, the First and the
Last.
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EVIDENCE and DOCUMENTATION
of UFO

ENCOUNTERS
MARCH 30, 8:00pm

THURSDAY,
UNM-\1\/00\NARD HALLCjust west of the

$2.50 general public/$1.25 students
Tickets on sale at all Ticketmaster Locations:
Popejoy & SUB Box Offices
All LP Goodbuy & General Store Locations
H. Cook Sporting Goods Winrock• Candy man (Santa Fe)
'
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Aided By Arnold Three-Run Homer

Dazzle In Your Eyes
on commerciaL dance music, while the Albuquerque Inn. Somehow_..·
The music of Boz Scaggs, K.C., seeking to become a successful they pulled it off without him and
by the third night of the stint,
Rita <:;oolidge, Stephen Bishop, show band.
Jackson Browne . and Fleetwood
Playing one night stands in Dazzle began to feel confortable in
¥ac-Dazle plays them all, as well Albuquerque since last December, their new, but smaller size.
Guitarist Steve Renner, drummer.
as most other Top 40 material. But · Dazzle is currently wrapping up
that doesn't mean they're Satisfied several weeks at the Bolero Room ·carl Elliot and bassist Don
or doing exactly what they want to of Albuquerque's Hilton Inn. The Diliberto hail from San . Diego,
do. Still trying to "learn each five-piece group almost met with while vocalist Lucy Mairoino comes
other" after six months together, disaster when their sixth member out of Memphis and keyboardman
Dazzle's five members concentrate left suddenly on opening night at Ron Hedges is .,originally frcim
Albuquerque.
r'
Renner, Elliot and Diliberto had
been part of a San Diego group
called Head, when the lead vocalist·
took out.. The·three advertised for a·
lead singer, and both Ron Hedges
and Lucy Mairoino answered the
~
..
~
ad, having driven from Memphis to played Okie Joe's one night and it
San Diego together to visit frierids. Wl!S great," Hedges said. "They
Ron sang a good lead and so did hadn't had a band in there for
Lucy, so both were taken into the weeks that played any dance music.
group. Lyndon Turner rounded out We went over like gangbusters."
Despite the rewards of a good
the group at that time, conducting,
arranging and pla'ying synthesizers. night's work, peforming in a road
Dazzle came to Albuquerque in band is often long hours of nothing
December, to play one-nighters in but hard work.
preparation
for
gigs
at
"Right now it's four and a half
Albuquerque hotels. Though they grinding hours six nights a week,"
played clubs like Ned's, Alfalfa's, said Renner. "You go to sleep at 5
Friar's and the Pow-Wow Club, in the morning because you're so
Hedges remembers their gig at wired out after playing. Before you
Okie's as one of their best. "We know, it's 5 in the afternoon and
you're getting ready for another
NEW MEXICO'h.
gig.
We don't have time for
LARGEST
anything else."
SELECTION
Renner has managed to find time
CAPEZIO
!: (;J
for
something else, however. A
DANSKIN
jtjt
guitarist for 12 years, Renner
GYM· KIN
Kawu, fiu\ " enrolled at UNM this semester to
4121 CENTRAL NE opposl.. Hiland Shopping
take classes in voice and piano.
sick and tired of spending a
"I've been doing it just because I've
Unlvetalty Store I'm
fOrtUne on tapes and records Uptown Store
always wanted to play piano," he
2222 Centto.l S.E. and not going to take it
SUNG LASS HD'QTS
4517 C•ntta.l N.E.
said.
Ray
-Ban
st.
Phot9-Chrome,
255-2225
· anymore!
266-9887
Because of the dining room next
Gradiepts, Mirrors, or Polorized.
mon.-Thu11.10-10
mon.-Sa.t. 10-8
door
to the Bolero, Dazzle starts
Casey Optical Co.
Fri. So.t. 10-12
"Gettln Better • Sun.12-6
(next door /o casey Re::rall Drug
the evening off mellow. "The first
Sun.12-6
Lomas at Washington
All The Time"
set we take it easy, because of the
255-6329
restaurant next door,'' said
Hedges. "Starting at 10, we begin
doing the bulk of the material, ·
which is primarily funk and Top 40.
It seems that this is what this
audience is interested in. We try to
take an attitude of entertainment,
rather than trying to educate
anyone."
Dazzle works with a clean set-up
and an even cleaner sound. "The
cleaner it looks, the better," said
Elliot. "We .go for a real clean
sound. Sometimes we get to do a
iittle funky improvisation, but not
that often."
"We're doing four weeks here,"
continued Hedges, "then we're
going to Phoenix, Tucson and San
Francisco. Primarily to the same
type of hotels, and the same type of
job. It's about the most com' status that you can get
fortaole
unless you're super bigtirne,
because
accomadations
are
provided for and the pay is very
good and the work is very steady."
Dazzle is reaching towards new
horizons with a one-hour act which
will be choreographed and lighted

Okies
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daily ·11-3

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c
.
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Wow! Montezuma Snowblast®with Fresca:
It brings out the animal in you.
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Late Rally Paces Lobo Win

By JANE QUESNEL

By MARK SMITH
LOBO Sports Writer

Tony Cappelli to cap the five run the first game for Nebraska.
-a
rally.
The two clubs continue the six ;;;J
The UNM Lobo baseball team
The win boosted the Lobo's game series with a double header
used a jive-run mlly in the eighth
inning Wednesday night at the record to 17-10 while the loss was tonight at 5 o'clock.
A Ibu querq ue Sports S1adi um 1o ;:;:::;::;:::::;::;::::=::::::=::::::::=:::;::;:::::::;::;:::::;::;::::=::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=1

defeat the University of Nebraska
at Omaha Mavericks 9-7.
With .Lobo starter Rob Hoover
getting tagged for five runs and five
hits in four innings, and Danny
Muth letting up two more in the
fifth, UNM fell behind 7-1.
Muth then settled down holding
the Mavericks to only one hit the
rest of the way, while the Lobo bats
exp!oded.

8
by professionals. The musical
material is all original.
. "What we're trying to do," said
Hedges, "is take this act into a full
show situation. The caliber entertainment you usually find in
show groups is a guy who stands up
there and talks about bananas and
vaseline. We're trying out hardest
to put together a good show and
then put that show in the places
where it will benefit the most
people.
"The material is primarily pop.
A mlddle of the road totally
original show is where we're going.
We will probably be performing it
by Christmas in San Francisco,
looking for buyers."
With the ability and versatility of
this hard-working, multi-talented
group, it shouldn't be a hard act to
sell.

Rnin Songs

mia

~

Tobacco Pipes up to 50"/o off
Imported Cigarettes up to 25% off
Custom blended tobaccos up to 25% off
Paraphenalia up to 50% off
Celestial Seasoning Teas 20o/o off
Rainbows 20% off

In the fifth Moe Camilli led off
with a double and Rusty Rutledge
singled setting up a towering blast
over the right· field fense by Walt
Arnold.

Pipe & Tobacco Road 1078 Cornell SE
M-F 8:30 to 6 Sat 10 to 5 across from UNM

I

lI

The bats then quieted down until
the big eighth. The inning saw John
Konitzer lead off with a single and
John Cifelli reaching first base on
an error. A two run double by Mike
Brown brought UNM within one
. ,:::.
run and knocked out Maverick
starter Mike Metz. Lyle Simmons
LOBO photo by Phyllis M. Kushner
then carne in to relieve, but was also
Lobo first baseman Walt Arnold is congratulated by team- 'blasted for consecutive singles by
mates after hitting a three-run homer.
Moe Camilli and Cain arter walking

This

Walt Arnold: Daily LOBO
Player of the Week.

During the football season, New
Mexico sophomore Walt Arnold
proved he could catch the ball.
Now that the UNM baseball
season has come, Arnold has
proved that he can not only catch
the ball but also that he can hit it.
For his fine hitting and near
perfect defense, Arnold has been
tabbed as this week's Daily LOBO
player of the Week after the UNM
Turquoise Tourney.
!he 6-2, 220 pound slugger from
Los Alamos, N.M., although
batting at an average of .247, leads
the Lobos of coach Vince Cappelli
in home runs and runs batted in.
After playing in 25 games a d
coming up to the plate 73 tim"s,
Anrold has bla~Led foUI humei ~.
including two in one double header,
and has knocked in 17 base runners.
Arnold, who plays first base for
the 16-10 Lobus, has 18 hits and 18

li

Frid~y

Night

In Tlae

Arnold Leads in Homers

Everybody Loves A Rain Song
B.J. Thomas
MCA 3035
By JANE QUESNEL
B.J, Thomas is one of those
phenomenal artists who seem to
produce a never-ending string of hit
singles. When you consider the Top
40 of the last 12 or 13 years, B.J.
'Thomas comes to mind repeatedly.
His current album is a bright,
bouncy, well-produced recording
with a wide variety of styles. The
disc leads off with the title cut
which should do well as a single's
release. The transistion from
uptempo pop to a New Orleans
river boat song, "Blues River," is
f'll~ily made, and sets the pace for a
disc of swiftly changing moods.
"Dusty Roads" reflects Thomas'
newly-found "born-again"
philosophies, while "Wishful
thinking" is a snappy little tune
with plenty of folk.
All in all, "Everybody Loves a
Rain Song" seems to assure
continued success for B.J. Thomas.
Recommended cuts include a
haunting ballad, "Just Out of
Reach," "Blues River," "Wishful
Thinking" and "Sweet Young
American."

Spring Clearance Sale!
Everyth.ing Must Go!!

IUWIY
8!1!111
In Tbe Student (Tuion

runs to his credit. Added to his list
of statistics are five doubles and 14
hase on balls.

llnilding Uaseuae•lt
One Oi Tbe Albnqne•••tne Club
Scene's Most V crsatile
Dance Bands

30%oi'f
on all Dan skin
longsleeve leotards
and tights and all
Birkenstock Clo!!s

IRII!DI!LR

offer ~otood tuttll At)rll'i

WILDROSE
2010 Cent rut S.U.
;\lnn.-Snl. ll·(i

Cewered
Wlrago.n

"Hill IPD IT 1::11 P. II.
Admission J»rices
Students Sl.OO each
~::!!~ (lVit.b I.U., )•Jus One Guest.)

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

Todo.y' s Specio.l

I•ublic S2.00 eacb

Today's Special
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l
THE MALL

J
i

CINEMA • 298-5505
~ 2 68

WYOMING BLVD. N.E.

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS
OFTHETHIRD KIND
St~rring

RICHARD DREYFUSS

IPGI

1-Arly Show

lj

Chili Cheese Dog
Fries

I

90c

Sat, &Sun.
at lli30AM
Daily at:

"''·

2J00~4:30

I

-7:00.0,30

\
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Over ice or snow add 1112 oz. of
Tequila, to delicious Fresca.lt's a chiller!
101978.80 proof Montezuma Tequila. Distilled and bottled by Barton Distillers Import Co., New York, N.Y.
*Fresta Is a registered trademark of the Coca-Cola Company.

One Taco
!{icc and Beans
Only 31.00
w

Unisex Design

··c'"' VT' 2Ss:o1ss I

Lower Level

Upper Level

7804 Central S.E.
between Wyoming and Louisiana

Markham International
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SPECIAL
OOLioEctlONS
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1972 PONTIAC FIREDIRD, radio, 8·-track. On~
owner, _cxcell~nt condition, Best offer. Aftc.( S call
243-65i6.
Ol/30
CENTURION 10 SPEED BIKE, 19" frame, Brand
new, $110.247-9193.
03/30
TE;AC TAPE DECK, Dual turntable, IWO Dynaco
speakers, Pioneer receiver, Call Robert after 6:00,
292-3225.
03/31
1972 VEGA SEDAN, economical 4-speed! top
condition, $900 or best pffer. Must sell, 881-2670.
04/04
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Ca£cy Optical Company, 255-8736
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traception, sterili~ation, abortion, Right to Ch~ose,

294-0171.
04128
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON7??7 Natural Sound
Records and Tapes storewide sale is _now in its third

month--the longest sale in the history of New Me~<.ico.
All6.98 lisl LP's are 3,99, all7.98 list LP's are 4.89.
Higher list LP's lind all tapes, 1.00 off regular prlce,
Natural Sound has a large stock of U:"!ed records an<j
tapes which are ~uarantecd against c!cfccts, priced at
1.99 up. Bring down _your unwanted records and

tapes and trade for cash or new music. Nf)tural Sound
Recordti & Tnpt:s. 119 Harvard SE, (+\cross from
Hippo I~;e Cream), and 8019-A Mcnaul NE,
04/14

'.

GENERAL CINEMA COR.P. discount movie tickets
now available: SUB Box ornce. $2.50.
03/31
ANNUAL PHI ALPHA THETA book sale. Prices
from !'ic, Hundreds of titles. At SUB from 9-5
Tuesday, April4,1978.
04/04
CREATIVE SEWING--SEW without panerns. Class
starts April 6th. The Weavers' Studio, 20S Stanford
SE. 265-9100,
Ol/ll
PHI ALPHA THETA (History Honorary Society)
will meet on Friday, March 31, 1978, at 3:30pm in
the History Department Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall
1104.
Ol/31
1ST ANNUAl. EVERYTHING must go .:;pring sale-all pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarelle_s, celestial teas, rainbows, incense,
everything up to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
Road, 107B Cornell SE, across from UNM. M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
PERRY'S PIZZA. We Deliver. Call 843-9750. Try
our fresh salad and slice specials for lunc;:h.
04/03
SHY, HANDSOME, SEMI-ATHLETIC wriler
would like to meet a woman interested in reading and
hiking. I feel very strange· placing this ad and have
even re;ned a post office box so rny friends won't
think I'm cra~y. Please write jf you'd like to meet me
04/05
for lunch some time. Box 4411, 871%.
NOTICE: DENNIS GARCIA !Jay4/6/78.
03/31
DO YOU WANT to get in good rurming shape but
lnck t\1e self-discipline to stick with a running
program? Let RerH-a-Runrier amst you, 277·2885
evenings.
04/05
TODA Y'S RIDDLE: WHAT'S the connt:dion? Dag•
Beaker-Altar-Pie. The Real Bags,
03/30
RICK SHAY'S BIRTHDAY is tomorrow. Don't let
him forget it.
03/JO
GONNA BOOGIE TONITE? Ned's has The Planets
for d~mcing until2 am.
03/30

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
ss
FOUND: LADIES WRIST watch, near College Inn.
Call Roger 277·3106 day, 242-8356'evenings, 04/03
FOUND: GOLD WIRI!·FRAME prescription glasses
in black case--labelled Benson. Found ncar Civil
Engineering patio. Call277~2722,
04/04
LOST: ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY, March 27, Green
bookbag. Would like to recover contents, Please
leave at library orriceordesk. No questions asked.

04/04
LOST: BROWN PURSE in front of Mitchell Hall.
Keep money. Please just return contents. Call Leslie.
296-7357.
04104
LOST: NEAR SUB Monday, key ring containing two
t\ngs on a leather strap. Important!! Caii842-S32S.
OJ/30
LOST: LADIES GOLD Watch; bdorc spring 'Urcak.
Reward. 268-9.591.
04/05
FOUND: BROWN .BRUSH in ladies restroom in
Marron Hall. Claim.in Room 10.5 1 Marron Hall.
. 04/0J
LOST: BRIEFCASE MISSING south cf SUB.
Papers necessary for school: Reward--no questions.
268~2017 weekday evenings, or drop by the LOBO
Lo!i.L and Found, Marron Hall Rm. lOS.
0410$

3.

SERVICES

ENGINEERS
Avery Construction Company Is looking
for a hard working, Industrious person
who wants lo get Involved with a growing,
progressive construction company.
We are looking for a person who wants
to devefop a luture 111 Heavy & Highway
Gonstructlon areas .af field supervision,

layout,

bidding,

estimating,

4.

con~

6.

HOUSING

ROOMY 1-BDRM FURNISHED apt,, utilities paid,
$185.00 mo., 116 Harvard SE. Call898-1254.
03/31
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
$14),00 mo., 1710Coal Pl. SE. Call 898-1254, 03/31
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, wall·l()-wall carpet, close to
UNM, llice neighborhood, $305. 268-1637.
03/30
APT. FOR l~ENT. Ottmt 3-blltllt, 2 ball!, all tilt!
extras! $39.'i/mo. 293·4783,
03/31
ALL UTILITIES PAJD1 clean solid 1-bdrm, 3-blks
to UNM, $6.S. Ca11262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
•
03/31
BIKE TO CLASS, finally fumislled 2-bdrm, securely
fenced yard, $1 SO. Call 262~1751, Valley Rentals, $30
fee.
03/31
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms.
Study lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE. 243-2881.
03/30
STUDIO APT. 3 BLKS to UNM, $110 plus utilities.
03/30
843-9712. .
ROOM & BOA~D: RESPONSIBLE female to live-in
(private bedroom/bath), and care for 2 children ages
8 & 10, 2:30 pm-9:00 pm, Monday-Friday, end of
March lhrough May. Home 3 blocks from UNM.
265-5318.
04to4
NEAR UNM, LARGE 2 Bedroom basement apartment. furnished, fireplace. $22!1/mo. including ali
utilities. Call after4:30, 266-2375.
04/04

5.

FORSALE

PEUGOT 'BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
03/31
1975 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 250 SPRINT, one
owner. $400/besl offer. Cal1294~7671. Ernie, 03/30
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxel\ C-90 blank
ca<;<:ettes! ·uo: S3.2.S. UDXL: $4, Minimum 6.
Fireny, 256<1495.
04117
HANG GLIDER, ELECTRA l'lyer. Paoh Finder.
03/J I
Excellent Condition, $25(}.00, 256-1022.
1971 VW. GREAT conc.lilion, interior like new. Cnll
for detail<;, Mary, 277·2161.
04103
1976 KAWASAKI 'KE 125 Enduro, 400 miles. $600
bc~t offer. 296-9487.
04/04
1972 CORVETTE, BOTH tops, PS, PB, AC. need~
paim. $5500 best offer. 296-9487.
04/04
MOVING SALE: 72 PLYMOUTH, furniture, ladies
bit:}' de. 2(i6·9882.
04/04
DOUERMAN PUPPIES $50.00. Call 344-9772.04/04
YAMAI-IA CR·IOOO, Bo!>c 901 series Ill speakers plus
equalizer, ond AKAl 6300 10 inch rccllo reel tape
deck for just $1000, Contact Brian at 26S·B478 and
leave mes!>age.
tfn

JJ Moped, 3222 Ccmral SE, 268-3949,

PART-TIME JOD GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday artd Saturday nights. Must be 2lyrs. old,
Apply in p"ersorl, no phone calls please. S~ve·Way
Liquor Stores :u 57()4 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
031)1
TRAVEL! FOREIGN SHIPS! Good pay! No cxpcricn~:th Men/women, St~mped long envelope.
GLOBE-TROTIER, Bo~ 1266,C4, Kansas City, Mo.
64141.
~
Ol/30

7.

TRAVEL

DRIVING OUT ·OF STATE? Our riders will share
gas and driving. J,T.C. 265-9860.
04/07
INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FLIGHTS, Eurail,
passes, travel information available at Inter·
coruinental Travel Centre. Our services arc free! 265·
9860.
04/07

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR, RENT: Walk-up
s1udi9s and ofnces: inexpensive, interesting, safe,
unique. Rosenwald Building. Fou_rth and Central.
242-6166,298-6046.
03/30
CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER orips $99.00 buys
you I) dark wa[nut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mauress with 5-year
guarantee: $99.00. 3401 Central NE, 255-2289. 04/04
SOLAR POWER, G.E,D, produc;:ts for home or
business:. Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255·3367
TODAY.
04/04
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR: RETAILER'S 'slalls for
rent~ SIOO.OO month, $7.00 day. Open Monda)'·
Saturday. Rosenwald Building. Fourth and Central.
242-6166, 298-6046.
03/30
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP April I & 2,
Saturday 10-4 pm, Sunday 1·4 pm. Cost $30.00,
~tudenls $20.00. Limited enrollment. Phone 262-0066
or266-1789.
03/31
NATURAL DYE WORKSHOP. Learn to uo;c native
The Wcavcro,' Studio, 2()5 Stanford
03/31

ON'fAC'f LENS
SPECIAL
$10" Allergan Kit $3.50
Call for lnw prke~nn hard.
\uft, ur \l'U'II·\ufllt•n\1~~

Casey Optical Co.
(11!'!1 1bmr

ltJ Ca.11ly lif':tUII

f)rr1P,J

Lomas at Washington ·
.'-r---::=- . 255-8736'
.

•

MCAT ·OAT •LSAT • GMAT
GRE • OCAT • VAT· SAT
1MB I. II, III·ECFMG·FLEX·VQE

6--.-J

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Progr•m• & Houn

l E~~!ER

'l"hne IS • diffnencem
· For Information Please Call:

29~~?1~16

Snowheights N E
Aibuq. New i'Viex.

~

. SPECIALISTS
rEsT PREPARATION
SINCE 1938
. MCA'f Classes
Start Feb.18
·

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223·1182
Centers In MaJor US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and lugano, Switzerland

DO YOU HAVE ZITS?
The University of New Mexico Division
of Dermatology and Student Health
Center needs volunteers with acne to
help determine the effectiveness of a
new medication for treatment of this
condition. Patients must be available
for examination on Satu:::day mornings
starting Aprii 8 througla July 1. and
should not be taking oral antibiotics or
birth control pills during the month
before the study begins. Volunteers will
be paid for their participation.

structlon and other related fields In the
construction industry in New Mexico and
Colorado.

For further lntormatlonj

contact or write:
Bus Avery
P.O. Box GG
Buena Vfsta, Co. 81211

or call:
(303) 395·2443

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

/ tJPEOIAlo

', p!ILECTIONS

For further' in/ormation, contact Rita Macinnis (277·4757)
Sharon Noble (277·3136).
·

'-
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HAYAY' SHALOM

Jerking E.levator
Causes Problems

.

Recorded Message
Phone

l,

)"

·•/'

EMPLOYMENT

PREPARE FOR:

87112

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
t(n
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/31
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general. legal, medical,
.schotasiit:. Charls& tables. 345-212S.
04-/29
KINKOiS TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
how 3-mimue Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING ISTQUALITY.883-7787.
tfn
GREATTYPING! 266·3953.
03/31
ROTOTILL! NO BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
2266.
04/07
WEAVING, SPINNING CLASSES--inkle and
cardwcaving workshops·~all slarling soon. The
Wca.,.·ers 1 Studio, 20S Stanford SE, 265-9100. 03/31
TUTORINC1 fN SPANISH 1 conversation or reading.
Call Miguel. 262·0449.
0313 l
TUTORING--GENERAL AND Organic Chcmis1ry,
Math, Calculu~. Steve. 266-4856.
03/31

fleld

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing ·assistance,'
265-1164.
04/10
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guarunoee.
Mike, 247-9(}83 evenings,
04/04
EXPERT BICYCLE REPAIRS. In shop usc o( tools
and inslruction also avait~ble. Albuquerque Bike Co.
04/05
op. 106 Girard SF., Room 111. 265-5170,

04105
TELEVISION $50. 266-8234.
69 BUG, REBUILT ENGINE, generator. Carburation, new paint, distributor, batterY, tires,
seatcovers. and more. Clean, like new, gas saver,
$1200 firm. 345-1780,
03/31
E-FLAT ALTO SAXOPHONE. Very good condition, $275, Cal! 877-4794 for David,
03/30

el&t1'f' M .eXICO
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By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
·~

JUAREZ is the perfect "angel"
for entertaining friends. It just
tiptoes through the cocktails ...
mixes so quietly you scarcely
know it's there.

A 20-year-old · elevator in .Mesa
Vista Hall is causing handicapped
students some problems and the
University has no immediate plans
to fix it· although help might be
coming soon.
The elevator in the North Wing
of Mesa Vi.sta was put in when the
building was constrm;ted in the
1950s.. Recently the elevator has
been giving wheelchair stvdents
some headaches.
Campus ·Planner Joe McKinney
said the University has several
options among which are construction of a new elevator to the
tune ofabout$50,000.
McKinney said that according to
new federal regulations, the
University must make every service
on cam pus accessible to th!! han~
dicapped, but does not have to
make every space accessible. "So
we have some other options such as
relocating some services or
establishing systems where the
service could come to the student.''
The most recent breakdown of
the elevator occurred Wednesday
when a ha,ndicapped sutdent missed
an appointment because the broken
elevator was not repaired for
almost an hour.
:S.ul thal incJctent is only one in a
string of many, said Leslie
Oonovan, president of the Disabled
on Campus group. "1 don't ride it

.~

~-

A heavenly bargain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that ... you ~take it with you.
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mucli anymore," said Donovan, wheelchair students because the
"because when I was a freshman I Special Services 0 ffice is an the
rode it once and I was too scared to· second floor of. Mesa Vista Hall
ever ride it again. But I hear a lot of and the only access to it is via the
elevator.
horror stories about it."
Bea Beven, secretary in the
Donovan returned to the elevator
(which jerks occupants when it Special Services, said "We get a lot
stops) with the LOBO Thursday to of students who have to come up
illustrate some of the "horror here and a ramp would be so
stories." At different stops, the inexpensive.''
McKinney said a ramp is conelevator failed to meet the level of
the floor varying in inaccuracy sidered as one of the alternatives.
from less than an inch to about four "We might be able to do it on the
inches. There is also an ap- third and second floors and shift
proximately three-inch gap between some of the functions on the fourth
the elevator floor and the building floor to areas that are accessible.''
McKinney said an ad hoc
floor.
"That's not so bad when you're committee on the disabled will
. c6i:\ling ou~. but when you go in it work "as quickly as possible, but as
thoroughly as possible. We hope to
. can be dangerous," Donovan said.
The faculty elevator proves make some sort of decision by the
extremely frustrating for many end of May."

,

Elevator in Mesa Vista Hall

Budget Woes Continue

Senate Goes to the Wire
By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
Before the weekend is over, some
ASUNM senators may take advantage of Agora director Ja.y
Moses' offer to use Agora's 24 hour
crisis ce~ter. The ASllNM sen at~ is
stuck between a rock and a hard
place today with the t)lird round of
the budget hearings scheduled to

begin at 10 a.m.
After two hearings this week, the
senate has left approximately
$27,000. The group still has to
decide how much money to put on
the ballot for their own expenses or
"General Governmental."
A.SUNM
President
Tom
Williams has rcommended that
$37,749.48 be the amount for
General Governmental, an increase

of just . under $6,000 from this Child Care Co-op requested
$21,500 and KUNM requested
year's budget.
The increase, Williams said, is $58,000.
KUNM is ASUNM's most costly
due to the addition of a staff
organization,
folowed by PlRG
secretary that will do clerical work
with
$45,000
approved by the
for several ASUNM funded
senate
and
the
LOBO
with $30,000.
organizations.
To date, only the Child Care Co- PIRG requested $47,200 and the
op and KUNM-FM have received LOBO requested $40,000.
Wednesday, the senate did not
the amount of money they
consistently
follow the recomrequested from the Senate. The
mendations made by the finance
committee or Williams. Senator R.
J. Laino said, at one point during
the six-hour session, "Man, what a
mess."
Requests still to be heard by the
senate include: · Black Student
Union, Homecoming Committee,
Interfraternity Council, Lobby
Committee, Office of Research and
Consumer Affiars, Poetry Series,
Disabled on Campus, Clinical Law,
Returning Students Association,
Student Nurses Association,
Associacion
de
Estudiante~
Mexicanos, Albuquerque Boycott
Committee, Ctizens for Clean Air
and Water, Delta Sigma Pi, ASA
Gallery and the Council for
Exceptional Children.

Director of NORML
Nabbed a·t Smoke-In
City police escorted
Alex Kaplan, director of
NORML, from the pot
smoke-in at the Mexican
Consulate Thursday, but
not
for
smoking
marijuana in public.
"(,had one outstanding
traffic ticket," Kaplan
said. "f/1ey picked me up
and brought me downtown and made me pay
if.-~'~

He said that while the
ticket, for running a stop
light, was overdue, he felt
the police could have
picked a more opportune
time to see that he paid it.
"/..( was a subtle form of
harrassment, but I don't
feel harrassed. It's my
fault, I should have
"he said.

Approved
Budget
Vote Due
LOBO photo by W. T. Hunt

See Saturday's
Issue Today

'·

Pepsi light
(See pages seven and eight}

Today, beginning on page five of the New Mexico Daily LOBO is the
annual April Fools LOBLOW issue. Due to an unforeseen mixup in this
year's calendar, April Fools Day will be held on Saturday. The LOBO
regrets the error.
Included in this issue arc the winners in the NMPlRG lottery, NMPlRG's altegcd connection in the death by suicide of two LOBO editors,
NMPlRG's altcged slush fund of $2 student fees used in the New Mexican
innucnce peddling scandal in the State Legislture, NMPIRG's handy
consumer guide on how to distredit anyone you ever disliked but were
afaird to because you lacked the imagination, and 10 extra pages an
NMPIRG to make up \Vr all the times the LOBO supposedly negleCted
them.

The
Graduate
Student
Association will vote Saturday on
the 1978-79 proposed budget as
approved by phe Finance Committee.
Margaret Moses, president of
GSA said that if there were any fee
cuts, th~ lm~ would be applied
proportionately only to student
organizations and not to the internal GSA budget.
The proposed budget is: Child
Day Care Center, $5000; Clinical
Law Program, $5000; Cultural
Committee, $4000; LOBO, $4000;
KUNM, $4000; Malsa, $2870; ASA
Gallery, $1600; Agora, $1275;
International Center, $1000; New
America
(American Studies
Journal), $800; Poetry Series, $700;
Law School Bar, $600; American
Indian Law Student Association,
$500 and Women's Law Caucus,
$300 for a total of$31,645.
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